Stateline Speedway Compact Demo Derby Rules 2022
Contact Trevyn Colvin with any questions: 208-819-7923

Compact Car: Passenger car or station wagon with 4 cyl motors, 2WD, 4 or 5 lug wheels
with a 107” wheelbase or less.
4WD compacts will be allowed with the rear driveline removed- Must get prior approval.

1. Windshield may be left in the car, if removed a piece of mesh or something must be in
front of you, covering 1/4 of the window along with an upright in the center of window
2. All other glass, trim, pot metal… such as grills, fender extensions and interior is to be
removed
3. ALL AIR BAGS MUST BE REMOVED OR DEPLOYED PRIOR TO DEMO
4. Batteries may be moved to anywhere inside of the car as long as they are secured to the
floor or cage (only one battery per car)
5. Radiators may NOT be moved from the front of the cars.
6. Tires must be a DOT tire to manufacture size. You are allowed one tube per tire. Can
only be filled with air; NO foam fill or anything else (40 psi max) you can run spare tires
on the back of cars
7. Gas tanks must be moved ahead of the rear axle. We recommend something to cover
the fuel cell, so if your tank cracks, you're not getting covered in fuel. STOCK GAS
TANK CAN STAY IN CAR IF IT IS LOCATED IN FRONT OF THE REAR AXLE. 5 fall max
capacity if aftermarket tanks are used
8. Doors must be secured by bolting, chaining or welding. Doors can be equal spaced
welded (meaning 6” on 6” off etc) DRIVERS DOOR BAR IS REQUIRED. Passenger is
highly recommended, but not required. DOOR BARS MUST BE AT LEAST 4” width and a
max of 14” width. They can NOT go past the beginning of the wheel well. Please don’t
angle them above front or rear tires, as you will cut them back to the front or back of
wheel wells
9. Seat belts are required, 4 point is recommended, but a factory belt is allowed
10. LONG SLEEVE SHIRT, JEANS, BOOTS AND A HELMET ARE REQUIRED TO RUN IN THE
SHOW. Please bring this to tech
11. Any safety equipment that fails, is grounds for disqualification (if you need something
please reach out)

12. Dashes may be left in the compacts. DASH BARS ARE OPTIONAL, BUT I RECOMMEND
SOMETHING ATTACHING THE A PILLARS TOGETHER
13. No metal or reinforcing cars may be added other than what the rules specifically say
14. Trailer hitches and other support framework that isn’t a factory option must be
removed; no lift kits etc. RECOMMEND COVERING SUNROOFS, but if you’re a big
person, like I am, I understand that being the easier way in and out of cars
15. A T-BAR IS REQUIRED, A VERTICAL BAR BEHIND THE DRIVER'S SEAT AND A SIDE TO
SIDE BAR IS ALSO REQUIRED BEHIND THE DRIVER'S SEAT. A min of 2.5 x 2.5 box tube
1/4” thick or equal round stock pipe for these bars, please, it is for your safety. You can
attach a 8x8 plate on each end to put bolts through to attach to the car (if you have any
questions on how to put a T bar in, please call or text me, I will help you in any way I
can) no front or rear kickers off your cage
16. Chains holding trunk to rear bumper or hood to front bumper must be vertically ran no
crossing them in a X
17. You can have 2 & 3/4” all threads in the 4 corners of the car. The hood may have 6
points of contact holding it down, bolts or chains only (this is including the 2 front all
threads that can connect to the frame).The trunk can have 6 points of contact as well
but can have 2x1/8x6” long flat strap welded as a point of contact. The all threads can
have a 3” washer on the bottom of a body bolt if you run it through a factory hole or can
have 3” of weld holding it to the subframe. Only a 4” washer on the hood max
18. Numbers must be 18” tall and visible from a distance, as the scoring tower is at the top
of grandstands. I don’t wanna see anyone timed out because they can’t see your
numbers. Please help them out
19. Cars must have working brakes. Brakes will be checked. No speed equipment and no
exotic fuels
20. Cars may have a fire extinguisher in the car with them that is within reach of the driver
21. Any 4 cyl car with factory motor mounts, with the motor in factory location. No
reinforcing motor mounts or anything in the engine bay

22. BUMPERS - NO LOADED OR EXCESSIVE BUMPERS. Each car is allowed factory
brackets or shocks. Factory with the car you are running. No stretching or relocating
where they mount. BUMPERS CAN BE WELDED ON WITH NO ADDED METAL. SQUARE
TUBE BUMPERS WILL BE ALLOWED ON THE FRONT AND REAR OF CAR; NO WIDER
THAN BODY OF CAR (4x4x1/4” box tube max) ends must be left open for inspection.

Bumper straps will be allowed, 3”wide by 3/16 thick and only 24” long. We will allow a 4”
point to be added to box tube as long as it is spread over 32” - No aggressive points will
be allowed
23. ALL DRIVERS MUST BE IN THE PITS AND IN TECH LINE AT LEAST 1 hour before the
show. If you are not, I can’t promise you will get teched and get a stick to be able to
compete. There will be a driver’s meeting about 30 min before the show
24. 2 holes at least 6” around in the hood over the engine for fire safety
25. ONE rig in the pits per derby car
26. Cars must be aggressive during the derby, if you are sandbagging, we will stop the
derby and put a big target on your car so others know you’re sandbagging. We are here
to put on a show and have a good time doing it.
27. Any arguing with judges or officials, can and WILL get you disqualified from the derby.
We are all here to have a good time
28. There will be no teaming up. Now, I understand we all have friends we run with, but if 2
thirds of the cars are beating the brakes off of 1 car, I will stop the show, break the best
looking car’s stick off, and then we will continue on with the derby
29. When coming through tech, I will have the rules printed out. We will go right down the
rules and we will be checking the inside of frames. If I can not see in your frame or
subframe, I will drill a hole to stick the camera in. If you are past the rules, please don’t
argue with changing to meet the rules. I get builders will build, but if ya get caught, just
make the changes so we can all have fun, please. I want every car pulling in the arena to
have a fair & fun chance at the prize money

OFFICIALS WILL USE THEIR BEST JUDGMENT IN ALL MATTERS.
THEIR CALL WILL BE FINAL.

